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AK666 CHINESE POWER

Do you think Chinese tanks and models are not interesting??  
Wait to see this book …
Until now is the most complete, detailed and exhaustive study about PLA for mod-
elers ever done.
This book is not only having historians in mind but also for modelers and readers 
that can be interested to know something more about the Chinese army power. 
After reading this book many modelers will have much more interest in building 
a Chinese vehicle as next model. Through its pages we will discover not only the 
power and main weapons of the Chinese PLA since its origins, but also the way to 
paint them, showing different techniques and camouflages for the Chinese vehicles. 

The kits which appear in this book, belong to the main Chinese brands, and makes this book the perfect guide not only for modelers and 
enthusiasts of Chinese tanks and its strange and exotic camouflages but also for any modelers that want to have a reference book.

Limited English Edition. 244 pages.
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Modelers and historians like Adam Wilder, Kristof Pulinks, Lukasz 
Orczyyc-Musialek, Lester Plaskitt, Sven Frich, Zach Sex, Gordon 
Arthur, Lei Xu, Verlag Jochen,Chris Jerret, Oscar Ebrí, Brian Mur-
doch  or David Bocquelet give us an idea of the quality of this 
publication that until now is the most complete, detailed and ex-
haustive study about PLA for modelers ever done.
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AK4240 PLA ARMY AND ARTILLERY COLORS SET

AK4250 CHINESE MARINE CORPS AND 
AIRBORNE FORCES COLORS SET

AK4260 PLA ARMY COLORS ADDON COLORS SET

8 bottles x17ml, This set has been studied and developed for accuracy by historians 
and experts. With this sets the modeler will find the necessary colors to paint the 
most part of versions of Chinese Artillery and  Army vehicles, even in the Military 
Parade camouflages. It also can be combined with sets 4250 and 4260 for more 
versions. These colors are High Quality acrylics.

8 bottles x17ml bottles. This set has been studied and developed for accuracy by 
historians and experts. With this sets the modeler will find the necessary colors 
to paint the most part of versions of Chinese Marine Corps and Airborne Forces 
vehicles, even in the Military Parade camouflages. It also can be combined with sets 
4250 and 4260 for more versions. These colors are High Quality acrylics.

3x17ml. With this extension you will find the complement to represent more cam-
ouflages of the Chinese vehicles even the versions that include the Purple-Grey and 
Blue-Green tones used by the Army.
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AK900 AK HIGH QUALITY T-SHIRT 
MEN 4 SIZES

AK901 AK HIGH QUALITY T-SHIRT 
WOMEN 1 SIZE

High quality T-shirt with an incredible design printed full color. Amaze your mode-
ling friends with this awesome T-shirt. For men available in four sizes.

High quality T-shirt with an incredible design printed full color. Amaze your mode-
ling friends with this awesome T-shirt. For women available in one single size.


